This summer, I asked Amanda Sims if she wanted something at the grocery store:
“Pellegrino,” she specified: “Not Perrier.” I found her predilection to be quirky until I
realized that loyalty to sparkling water beverages runs deep.
Samantha Weiss-Hills frequently brings in her own personal can of La Croix (unflavored
or lime) from home—even though our office is equipped with a soda maker—while our
intern Taylor Rondestvedt prefers Mendota Springs Sparkling Water, another
Midwestern brand.
And then my friend Rebecca sent me this photo of the refrigerator at her Chicago
workplace:
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But do these brand loyalties simply grow out of habit, or do they have a basis in truth
(or at least in taste differences)?
To find out, we did a blind taste test of 17 seemingly similar products—seltzer, club
soda, carbonated mineral water, and sparkling water—to see if we could tell the
difference. (And to figure out if Sam could identify La Croix from the lineup.)
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Here’s what we concluded:
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
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7.

The individual products do taste and feel different, but it’s hard to tell the categories of beverages
apart. (No one was able to identify group 1 as seltzer or group 2 as club soda, for example.)
And while the drinks do taste different, there was disagreement about how they tasted. One drink was
simultaneously described as “tap water”and “flat Champagne”—and this discrepancy was true of every
bottle or can. We found that most differences involved flavor (subtle, salty, citrusy) and the bubble
experience (sharp tiny bubbles, large mellow bubbles, or aggressively tingling bubbles, for example). “The
quality of the bubble is the thing,” concluded one taster.
No one successfully identified which bottles were most expensive. The European-ish, fancy glass bottles
that I avoid at the grocery store were indiscernible from the canned generic kind. One editor pegged the
Whole Foods-365 club soda—one of our most affordable choices—as “more expensive.”
Some waters pair better with food than others. Though we tried all of the sparkling beverages without
food, we imagine that eating alongside sipping would alter the experience. Aggressive bubbles might help
dissipate the heat of spicy foods but overpower other sensation; more delicate carbonation might be more
appropriate for food with subtler flavors.
Temperature probably makes a difference. We tasted all drinks at room temperature, though we imagine
that they would have been perceived as “more refreshing” had they been chilled.
Sam successfully identified La Croix (but Amanda did not correctly pick out Pellegrino).
Drinking this much sparkling water will make you really, really full (and burpy).

The 6 sparkling waters.

Sparkling Water
Sparkling water is a broad umbrella term that can be used to describe club soda, seltzer, or sparkling mineral water.
Here were the five bottles that self-identified as “sparkling water” without a more specific demarcation.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Whole Foods Brand Italian Sparkling Water: This had a “very clean flavor” that our tasters predicted came
from a glass bottle (they were right!). The flavor was neutral and “inoffensive,” while the bubbles were big
and slow-acting.
Poland Spring: While some were put off by a “plasticky” taste, others detected (to borrow a word from
wine) “minerality.” It’s like “sucking on a rock,” said Leslie.
Mountain Valley: The bubbles were deemed “perfect: soft but present.” Each bubble was said to be a
distinct individual, popping identifiably on the tongue. This, too, had mineral notes—”but in a good way.”
La Croix: Samantha correctly identified her beloved sparkling water, which she calls “summer in a can.” The
bubbles—smaller than most of the other drinks—act as if they’re on a “time release” or a “cascade,”
starting off strong and fizzing out slowly on the tongue
Voss: Tasters noted a subtle sweetness (“it has a taste of beginning”) and very little carbonation.
San Benedetto: “Tastes like tap water,” said one taster. The small bubbles were “so small, they’re prickly,”
like Pop Rocks or needles.

Read more here: http://www.self.com/food/food-news/2015/12/best-sparkling-waters/

